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Individual differences and in situ identity marking: 
Colloquial Belgian Dutch in the reality TV show "Expeditie Robinson" 

Eline Zenner, Gitte Kristiansen & Dirk Geeraerts  

Abstract 

Over the past decades, both sociolinguists and Cognitive Linguists have shifted their attention to 

idiolects, individual differences and intra-speaker variation (e.g. Hernández-Campoy & Cutillas-

Espinosa 2013; Barlow 2013). This paper aims to add to this trend by conducting a bottom-up 

analysis of the speech of twelve participants to the Dutch reality TV show "Expeditie Robinson" 

(known as “Survivor” in the Anglo-Saxon world). Based on manual transcriptions of three seasons of 

the show (35 hours of recordings), we build quantitative profiles tracking each participant's use of 

two features of Colloquial Belgian Dutch (an informal, substandard but supraregional variety of 

Dutch). The first feature, word-final t-deletion, is located below the level of awareness (e.g. nie(t) 

'not'), the second feature concerns the use of the personal pronoun gij instead of jij ('you') and can 

be seen as located above the level of awareness. Relying on the speaker profiles, we monitor and 

compare the speakers' style-shifting across discourse situations. Specifically, we focus on register 

differences (contrasting informal and formal speech) and differences in group make-up (verifying the 

impact of the absence or presence of Netherlandic Dutch participants - who typically do not use 

Colloquial Belgian Dutch). 

Inferential statistical analyses of the individual speaker profiles reveal striking differences 

between the two linguistic markers. The most outspoken differences between the participants are 

found for group accommodation strategies in the use of the personal pronoun gij, ranging from no 

adaptation (e.g. Meredith, using 84% gij in dialogues without Netherlandic Dutch participants and 

85.7% in dialogues with Netherlandic Dutch participants) to nearly complete accommodation (e.g. 

Geert, showing a drop from 94.1% use of gij in homogeneous dialogues to only 22.2% gij in 

heterogeneous conversations). Interestingly, these different levels of accommodation can be linked 

to the degree to which the participants are involved with strategic planning and voting schemes 

during the game: the more strategic the player, the more he or she will accommodate to the Dutch. 

As such, this paper demonstrates how a combination of bottom-up analyses of individual language 

use, quantitative statistical techniques and qualitative analysis of discourse extracts can reveal 

(deliberate) in situ identity creation by means of linguistic markers. 

1 Introduction 

This paper aims to add to an emerging trend in sociolinguistic and Cognitive (Socio)Linguistic research 

that emphasizes individual differences and intra-speaker variation, by conducting a bottom-up 

analysis of the speech of twelve participants to the Dutch reality TV show "Expeditie Robinson" 

(known as “Survivor” in the Anglo-Saxon world). In the remainder of this introduction, we pay more 

attention to the way this study fits in with these recent developments in sociolinguistics and 

Cognitive (Socio)Linguistics. In Section 2, the format of “Expeditie Robinson” is presented, more 

details are provided on the participants whose speech we monitored and the transcription methods 

are described. Section 3 proceeds to a discussion of our speaker profiles: after briefly sketching the 

socio-cultural background of Colloquial Belgian Dutch, the method behind the construction of the 

speaker profiles is summarized and the different discourse situations in which the participants are 
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tracked are presented. The results of our study are discussed in Section 4, linking similarities and 

differences between the speakers’ profiles to their in situ identity. The final section provides a 

conclusion, summarizing our main findings and outlining some perspectives for future research. 

Traditionally, the main concern of variational sociolinguistics has been to discern systemic and 

systematic correlations between social macro-categories and linguistic variables: what hierarchical 

structures of linguistic variation and change can be found when correlating linguistic (primarily 

phonetic) variation between standard and non-standard forms with categories like age, gender or 

social class (Labov 1966; Labov 1972; Trudgill 1974; Chambers 2003)? One drawback of looking for 

such correlations is the loss of granularity that results from the aggregation. Clustering speakers 

solely on grounds of their macro-social background risks obscuring more fine-grained social 

differences, most notably concerning the way speakers actively use linguistic resources to create and 

re-create social meaning in discourse (Tannen 2005; and see seminal work by Gumperz & Hymes 

1972; Gumperz 1982; Le Page & Tabouret Keller-1985). Increased attention for this process of style-

shifting and meaning-creation is precisely what third-wave sociolinguistics aims to achieve: it has 

shifted the focus from structure to use, and from speech to speaking (Coupland 2007:7; Auer 2007; 

Duranti & Goodwin 1992; Rampton 1999; de Fina, Schiffrin & Bamberg 2006; Agha 2007; Auer & 

Roberts 2011; Erickson 2011 and see Verschueren 2010 for a succinct introduction). Resulting from 

the third wave's assumption that such stylistic practice is most visible in moment-to-moment 

adjustments (both to context and interlocutors), the survey-based quantitative analyses from the 

Labovian tradition have made way for ethnographic discourse-analytic analyses of intra-speaker 

variation (Eckert 2011: 21; Hernández-Campoy & Cutillas-Espinosa 2013). Such fine-grained analyses 

also help to attenuate the uniform picture painted by the traditional aggregative analyses, revealing 

how different linguistic variables can have different social meaning to different speakers in different 

contexts. 

This evolution from stratification to styling and from the aggregate to the individual can also be 

witnessed in Cognitive (Socio)Linguistics. First, it fits in with the recontextualization tendency of 

Cognitive Sociolinguistics. Despite its usage-based hypothesis, which claims that substantial 

importance should be given to "actual use of the linguistic system and a speaker's knowledge of this 

use" (Langacker 1999: 91), Cognitive Linguistics has long suffered from the monolectal phallacy: 

alleged usage-based research has nearly exclusively studied written standard varieties (typically 

English) without paying attention to socio-lectal variation. Over the past decades, researchers have 

however come to appreciate that - as Weinreich already noted, "a linguistic community is never 

homogeneous and hardly ever self-contained" (1970: vii); it is impossible to take the usage-based 

claim seriously and simultaneously neglect social variation. This belief forms the cornerstone of 

Cognitive Sociolinguistics, a subfield of Cognitive Linguistics that embeds the study of sociolinguistic 

variation in the Cognitive Linguistic framework (see Geeraerts 2001: 53; Kristiansen & Dirven 2008; 

Geeraerts, Kristiansen & Peirsman 2010; Kristiansen & Geeraerts 2013a). The most pertinent 

example is Kristiansen (2008), who describes the cognitive process underlying style-shifting: relying 

on the Cognitive Linguistic principles of prototypicality, conceptual metaphors and cultural models, 

she explains how accents and allophonic variation can come to index social identity. Second, studies 

on idiolects and individual differences are also gaining ground in Cognitive Linguistics (e.g. Street & 

Dabrowska 2010; Dabrowska 2012). A notable example is Barlow (2013), who examines the speech 

of six White House press secretaries. Even when only analyzing rather rudimentary linguistic features 

such as bi-grams and n-grams, it becomes apparent that each press secretary has his or her own 

individual style: keeping the social context stable (in this case to press statements), an interesting 
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contrast shows up between intra-speaker stability and inter-speaker variation. Moreover, Barlow's 

analyses illustrate the loss of information that comes from aggregating over different speakers, 

showing strong divergence of the language of individuals compared to mixed-speaker averages.  

One important difference between these Cognitive Linguistic approaches and third wave 

sociolinguistics concerns methodology: where quantitative analyses are typically reviled more than 

praised by the latter (e.g. Rampton 2011), the former embrace the value of quantitative analyses as 

an invaluable tool in disentangling the complexity of stylistic and lectal variation (e.g. Zenner, 

Geeraerts & Speelman 2012; Janda 2013): 

 

"quantification is not the essence of empirical research, but simply follows in a natural 

way of what an empirical methodology tries to achieve: quantification in empirical 

research is not about quantification, but about data management and hypothesis 

testing." (Geeraerts 2010) 

 

To arrive at a reliable and fully comprehensive view on complex patterns of intra- and inter-speaker 

variation, it is best to rely on inferential statistical analyses of empirical data (Kristiansen & Geeraerts 

2013b). 

In outlining the design for our study on the use of Colloquial Belgian Dutch by twelve participants 

to the Dutch reality TV show "Expeditie Robinson", we combine these re-focusing trends of third-

wave sociolinguistics and Cognitive Sociolinguistics. First, we are primarily interested in the 

participants' moment-to-moment adjustments, both to changes in context (focusing in on formality) 

and to changes in group make-up (focusing in on accommodation strategies). Second, we pay specific 

attention to individual differences in the degree of these style-shifts by creating separate speaker 

profiles for each participant. Third, the degree of speaker agentivity and the level of conscious 

construal is taken into consideration by comparing the use of two distinct features of Colloquial 

Belgian Dutch, one located above and one located below the level of awareness. Next, we rely on 

inferential statistics in analyzing intra- and inter-speaker variation in the strength and direction of the 

style-shifts noted for these two linguistic features. Finally, we zoom in on the way the attested shifts 

are used for in situ identity creation by factoring in the different types of personae we find within the 

structure of the game show. Below, the methodological steps we have taken in creating a design 

according to these lines are described in more detail. 

2 "Expeditie Robinson": Introducing the game and the speakers 

To ensure a correct understanding of what follows, this section provides some crucial information on 

the data we work with. First, we briefly summarize the format of "Expeditie Robinson". Second, we 

present the data we gathered and the twelve participants whose speech we monitored closely. 

2.1 Game format 

Within the broader genre of reality TV, "Expeditie Robinson" is part of the subclass of the gamedoc: it 

is a social game where different participants compete in physical, intellectual and social challenges 

(Couldry 2004). In the course of forty to fifty days, approximately eighteen contestants try to survive 

on a (supposedly) desert island and strive to be awarded with the title of Robinson of the Year. 

Crucial in this respect is the principle of progressive elimination: at regular intervals (shown at the 

end of every episode), participants gather in the so-called Tribal Council, where they have to vote 

one participant home:  
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(1) BJO:  ik vind Esther (h)ier op (h)et eiland niet passen # ze kost mij aan energie ze kost  

mij aan krediet euh@fp ik hoop voor de groep da(t) ze der vantussen is morgen of 

liever euh@fp na de eilandraad ja.i 

‘In my opinion Esther doesn't fit in on the island. She takes up my energy, she makes me 

lose all credit; I hope for the group she has to leave tomorrow or rather after the Tribal 

Council.’ 

 

The final participant to survive these Tribal Councils wins a sizeable amount of money and is awarded 

with the title of Robinson of the Year. 

The events on the island are broadcast in fourteen episodes, which can be grouped in four 

different sections. At the start of the show, the different participants are divided in two tribes. Every 

couple of days, the tribes compete against each other, alternately in a reward challenge and an 

elimination challenge. In the reward challenge, participants have to prove they are worthy survivors 

who master a variety of skills, such as swimming deep, running fast, building fire. The winning tribe is 

rewarded with food, a phone call home, a spa treatment, or other luxury products. At the elimination 

challenges, the stakes are raised: the loosing team is sent to the Tribal Council. Naturally (and quite 

importantly for our current perspective), the elimination process causes social stress, intrigues, 

counting and strategic alliances between candidates: 

 

(2) *CAR: dus ja (h)et is ook logisch da(t) Esther op (h)em gaa(t) stemme(n) en euh@fp één  

van de twee jongere(n) ook zeker ja da(t) zijn vier stemme(n) dan ist [: is het] 

gedaan eh@fp. 

‘So yes, it's only logical that Esther votes for him and one of the younger kids too for sure, 

yes, that's four votes, then it's done.’ 

 

The second part of the show starts after approximately three episodes: the tribes are shuffled, and a 

handful of participants have to swap teams. Because the participants have started to connect with 

their tribe members by this time, identification with the ingroup is maximal, and reactions to the 

social shuffle are highly emotional. At the start of the third part of the show, the two tribes merge, 

and participants are reunited. This merge is accompanied by some drastic changes to the game 

structure: as of this point, participants compete individually in the challenges instead of per tribe. 

The elimination challenges become immunity challenges; the competitor winning the challenge 

cannot be voted home in the following Tribal Council: 

 

(3) *JUT: moest ik echt me(t) mijn gevoel moete(n) stemme(n) dan zou ik euh@fp op de  

persoon stemme(n) die vandaag immuniteit (h)eeft. 

‘If I were to vote following my emotional instinct, then I would vote for the person who 

has immunity today.’ 

 

In the reward challenges, the special treats are now rewarded to the winning participant, who can 

sometimes share the treat with one or two other participants of his or her choice. This way, 

participants are forced to openly acknowledge their social networks. The final part of the show 

consists of electing the winner of the season: first, there is the legendary balance challenge, where 

the three or four remaining contestants have to keep their balance on a thin wooden beam as long as 
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possible. Then, there is the final Tribal Council in which the Robinson of the Year is elected. These 

four parts form the main outline of the show, which is subject to tweaks and fixes in different 

seasons. 

In all, three different discourse settings can be found in the broadcasts of these events. First, 

there are the video diary fragments, which are ‘like secret correspondence with the viewer, providing 

information about the game that the other castaways may not have’ (Haralovich & Trosset 2004: 88) 

(example 1). Second, we find the informal dialogues between the participants during their day-to-day 

activities and conversations on the island (example 2). Finally, we find dialogues at the more formal 

Tribal Council (example 3). 

Three main benefits can be noted to working with this type of data for studying social meaning 

creation and style-shifting. First, social identity is crucial on the island: if people do not like you, they 

will cast a vote for you at the Tribal Council and you will end up going home. Consequently, we 

expect participants to be more aware of their social position and their social networks than in regular 

settings, and hence be more inclined to modify their identity (or at least the perception thereof) to 

alter or maintain that social position. Second, the tribes form isolated communities functioning as 

micro-societies where participants live together twenty-four hours a day, following their own norms 

and regulations. As such, life on the island forms a prototypical instance of a community of practice, 

which is  

 

"principally a model of social learning and development, an account of how people 

progressively acculturate to new social environments. The concept is particularly 

suggestive when we are dealing with social settings (...) where social and linguistic 

change, and identity change, are in the air." (Coupland 2007: 50 on Lave and Wenger 

1991 and Wenger 1999) 

 

What makes this data specifically unique is that we can follow the participants from the very start of 

their social experiences in a new group of people throughout the social changes (e.g. in the form of 

the tribe shuffles), conflicts and friendships they encounter on the island. Finally, reality TV shows 

provide us with rather accessible material: they enable researchers to study local construction of 

social meaning through language use, without necessarily having to emerge in ethnographic methods 

of data collection. 

One important drawback, though, is that we do not have any grip on the amount of editing, 

cutting and pasting that has been conducted prior to broadcasting. This means that there is less 

(proof of) sequentiality than in other discourse analytic studies: there is not much guarantee (except 

the tribe make-ups and the exits of participants) that one event took place prior to another. 

However, when taking this limitation into account when analyzing the data, the benefits clearly 

outwin the drawbacks, making this an intriguing dataset to monitor individual speakers' style-shifts in 

different social contexts. 
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speaker code season utterances age profession exit in episode immunity...times special info 

Bjorn BJO 4 465 34 truck driver first exit: ep9 (voted home) 
second exit: ep11 (lost challenge) 

3 Starts as leader of the girls tribe. Gets a 
second chance as castaway after his first 
exit. 

Jutta JUT 4 244 30 doctor winner 0 / 

Geert GEE 4 281 39 survival expert first exit: ep9 (voluntarily) 
second exit: ep10 (voluntarily) 

1 Leaves because he feels homesick and 
doesn't like the game anymore. 

Robin ROB 4 387 28 psychologist finalist 3 Leaves after losing the balance challenge 
Giovanni GIO 4 354 27 cook finalist 2 Leaves after losing the balance challenge 
Frank FRA 5 507 37 roof worker winner 1 / 
Matthias MAT 5 295 23 primary school teacher finalist 0 Loses from Frank in the final Tribal Council 

Mick MIC 5 423 39 fireman first exit: ep3 (voted home) 
second exit: ep10 (voted home) 

1 Gets a second chance as castaway after his 
first exit. Is reunited with the group in ep9, 
together with the other castaways. 

Emma EMM 6 321 20 student political science finalist 1 Is sent to a special winners' island (without 
Tribal Councils but with lots of food) in ep9, 
after winning immunity. Stays there until 
the finals. Loses from Marnix in the final 
Tribal Council. 

Carl CAR 6 341 42 houseman ep11 3 Spends ep8 and ep10 on the special 
winners' island 

Meredith MER 6 302 18 student communication ep12 1 Spends ep11 on the special winner's island 

Marnix MAR 6 387 37 police insepctor winner 2 Starts the show as castaway. Becomes 
leader (with immunity) of one of the tribes 
after the shuffle. Spends ep8, ep9 and ep11 
on the winners' island. 

Table 1 - overview speakers 
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2.2 Corpus and speakers 

For this paper, we work with three seasons of the show: we collected seasons 4, 5 and 6 of Expeditie 

Robinson (broadcast in 2003, 2004 and 2005 respectively). Each season contains fourteen episodes of 

approximately fifty minutes. In season 4, sixteen participants compete for the title of Robinson of the 

year. In the other two seasons, eighteen participants are living on the island. In total, our corpus 

amounts to 35 hours of recordings for 52 different speakers, 26 from the Netherlands and 26 from 

Belgium. Except for voice-overs, comments by the presenters and flashbacks, the first author of this 

paper manually transcribed all data, providing morpho-phonological details (Zenner, Geeraerts & 

Speelman 2009). The resulting database contains 10,000 utterances. The transcriptions rely on the 

CHAT conventions of the CHILDES project (MacWhinney 2000). 

The analyses presented here zoom in on the Belgian Dutch participants: we are primarily 

interested in variation in the use of Colloquial Belgian Dutch, a substandard but supraregional variety 

of Dutch that is typical of Flanders (the Northern part of Belgium), but that is hardly used in The 

Netherlands (cp. Section 3 for more details on the history of Colloquial Belgian Dutch). In order to 

avoid data sparseness, we further restrict the data to the language use of speakers with more than 

175 utterances on the show. As such, our data are pooled from a group of twelve Belgian Dutch 

participants, five from season 4 (Jutta, Geert, Robin, Giovanni and Bjorn), three from season 5 (Frank, 

Matthias and Mick) and four from season 6 (Emma, Carl, Meredith and Marnix).  

In the results section, the speakers are presented in some more detail, paying special attention to 

the way they play the game. For now, the information provided on the participants in Table 1 can 

suffice: we list the unique speaker code we use in the transcriptions and the profiles. Furthermore, 

we indicate the season the speaker participates in. The age of the participants and their job is also 

provided. Next, we present some more specific information concerning the speaker's performance 

on the island, indicating the way and the episode in which he/she left the island, the number of times 

the participant won immunity in one of the challenges, and any additional information on their 

career on the island. In the next section, we describe how we created speaker profiles for these 

twelve participants' use of two features of Colloquial Belgian Dutch. 

3 Colloquial Belgian Dutch in "Expeditie Robinson": Speaker profiles 

For our analyses of style-shifting on "Expeditie Robinson", we focus on the twelve Belgian Dutch 

participants’ use of two features of Colloquial Belgian Dutch. In this section, we first briefly sketch 

the socio-cultural background of Colloquial Belgian Dutch and we present the two features of the 

variety that we will study. Then, we present the method behind our individual speaker profiles. 

3.1 Colloquial Belgian Dutch 

With its two national varieties, Dutch can be considered to be a pluricentric language (Clyne 1992): it 

is one of the official languages of Flanders (the Northern part of Belgium) and the Netherlands. Like 

in the majority of Western-Europe, the standardization of Dutch in the Netherlands started during 

the Renaissance as a result of the focal position that was awarded to the vernaculars by the 

Reformation, and was completed during the Enlightenment (cp. Willemyns 2013 for a general history 

of the Dutch language). For Flanders, the situation was more complex. During the wave of 

standardization in Europe in the 17th century, Flanders was under foreign ruling and the majority of 

public life was conducted in French (which was the preferred language of the social elite at the time). 

As the use of Dutch was restricted to local community life, there were no issues of mutual 
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intelligibility and hence no immediate need for standardization. When, resulting from increased 

emancipation, the standardization process was eventually speeded up in the course of the twentieth 

century, a choice had to be made between an exonormative orientation (following the long-

established Netherlandic Dutch norm) or an endonormative orientation (creating an individual 

Belgian Dutch norm). Aiming for a uniform Standard Dutch, the choice was eventually made for 

convergence with the Netherlandic Dutch norm. An immediate result of this language policy was a 

big divide in Flanders between the exogenous standard variety and the endogenous colloquial 

variety. In part because Standard Dutch always kept its foreign character to the Flemish, its use was 

in practice restricted to highly formal registers (such as news reading) - a phenomenon that has been 

referred to as the "tuxedo mentality": a tuxedo is something you definitely need and something you 

want to look smart in, but you never really feel completely right when wearing it (Geeraerts 2001). 

For informal contacts, an increasingly uniform colloquial variety developed quite naturally based on 

the Brabantic dialects (cp. also De Caluwé 2002; Goossens 2000). This supraregional but substandard, 

uncodified variety of Dutch, which has been called tussentaal ('inter-language'), Verkavelingsvlaams 

('allotment Dutch') and Colloquial Belgian Dutch (cp. Geeraerts 2011), has over the past decades 

been subject to heated debate (Van Istendael 2005), but also to empirical variationist research (e.g. 

Van Gijsel, Geeraerts & Speelman 2004) (cp. Geeraerts & Van de Velde 2013 for an overview of CBD 

research). 

3.2 CBD features 

Besides a number of lexical variants (such as Belgian Dutch microgolf for Netherlandic Dutch 

magnetron 'microwave') and syntactic markers (e.g. concerning word order in complex verb 

phrases), the most important features of Colloquial Belgian Dutch (henceforward CBD) are 

morphological and phonological (cp. Geeraerts & De Sutter 2003). These features are listed in Table 

2. 

 

Group Feature Standard variant CBD 

Pronunciation word-initial h-deletion huis 'house' uis 

  word-final t-deletion dat 'that' da 

Adnominal flexion indefinite article een stoel 'a chair' ne stoel 

 negative article  geen stoel 'geen stoel' gene stoel 

 definite determiner de appel 'the apple' den appel 

 proximal deze appel 'this apple' dezen appel 

 distal die stoel 'this chair' dieje stoel 

  posessives mijn stoel 'my chair' mijne stoel 

Nominal flexion diminutives een stoeltje 'a little chair' een stoeleke 

Personal pronouns nominative je gaat 'you go' gij gaat 

 oblique ik vermoord je 'I'll kill you' ik vermoord u 

  reflexive hij wast zich 'he washes himself' hij wast hem 
hij wast zijn eigen 

Verbal features 1 person singular, simple present ik ga 'I go' ik gaan 

  imperative loop! 'run!' loopt! 

Table 2 - phonological and morphological CBD features 

For our present purposes, we zoom in on the use of two of these features, one located above and 

one located below the level of awareness. Being a prerequisite for more active uses of linguistic 

features, awareness forms a crucial parameter for our analyses of style-shifting and identity marking 
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(cp. Kristiansen 2008: 73). More specifically, we want to verify whether we find more outspoken 

style-shifts for the feature located above the level of awareness than for the one below. 

The most focal non-lexical feature of CBD for Dutch language users no doubt concerns the 

singular second person pronoun (cp. Vandekerckhove 2004). For polite speech in highly formal 

situations, there is no variation between CBD and Standard Dutch: both use u in the nominal and 

oblique form (example 4). 

 

(4) u kan daar plaatsnemen 'You can have a seat there' 

ik kan u helpen 'I can help you' 

 

(5) je/jij kan daar plaatsnemen 'You can have a seat there' 

ik kan je/jou helpen 'I can help you' 

 

(6) ge/gij kunt daar plaatsnemen 'You can have a seat there' 

ik kan u helpen 'I can help you' 

 

However, in informal contexts (such as "Expeditie Robinson"), there is variation between the 

pronominal system of CBD and that of Standard Dutch. In Standard Dutch, the informal nominal 

forms are je/jij and the informal oblique forms are je/jou (example 5)ii. For CBD, ge/gij is used 

nominallyiii, u is used for the oblique. Table 3 provides a summary of these forms (and cp. Vermaas 

2002 and Berteloot 2003 for an overview of the historical evolution of the forms). 

 

register case Standard Dutch CBD 

polite speech nominal U u 

  oblique U u 

informal speech nominal je/jij ge/gij 

  oblique je/jou u 

Table 3 - second person pronoun singular 

Interestingly, research shows that the polite speech forms are losing ground: they are more and 

more reserved as a way to express social distance to an addressee with higher status in very formal 

contexts (Deprez & Geerts 1975; Grezel 2003). For Netherlandic Dutch, this means a nearly exclusive 

use of je/jij/jou (Plevoets, Speelman & Geeraerts 2008: 193). For the Flemish, who are usually quite 

aware of the fact that their address pronouns are different and less standard than those of 

Netherlandic Dutch speakers, this means alternation between the CBD-forms ge/gij/u and the more 

standard forms je/jij/jou, depending on the discourse situation. More specifically, in higher registers 

and in the presence of Netherlandic Dutch speakers, a higher use of je/jij/jou can be expected (cp. 

Van den Toorn 1977; Grezel 2003). 

The high awareness of the substandard nature of the address forms ge/gij/u in part results from 

the strong propaganda in the Belgian Dutch education system for the use of the je/jij/jij-forms 

(Deprez & Geerts 1975). Our second feature, word-final t-deletion, is not awarded with any such 

attention in first language teaching: it can be considered as located significantly lower on the scale of 

awareness than the addressee pronouns. Word-final t-deletion primarily occurs in highly frequent 

function words such as dat ‘that’, wat ‘what’ or niet ‘not’ (cp. example 7 and 8). 
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(7) dat was niet echt de bedoeling ‘that was not really the idea’ 

(8) da was nie echt de bedoeling 'that was not really the idea' 

 

In the next section, more attention is paid to the way we measured the use of these two features by 

our twelve participants. 

3.3 Individual speaker profiles 

Despite the fact that the analyses we present below follow the third-wave sociolinguistic focus on 

style-shifting and identity creation in discourse, we adhere to first-wave sociolinguistics in treating 

the two CBD-features under scrutiny as quantifiable sociolinguistic variables. This means that the 

CBD-form and the standard variant are considered as formal variants that express the same linguistic 

function (cp. Labov 1977, and cp. the profile-based method of formal onomasiological variation as 

designed by Speelman, Grondelaers & Geeraerts 2003; Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema 1994). 

Specifically, we count the amount of CBD-variants and standard variants of the two features under 

scrutiny in order to measure the relative preference for the CBD-variant. 

Three comments on this calculation need to be made. First, the standard variants are only 

counted in case the CBD-variant is a valid alternative for the standard form in the given context. Most 

importantly, word-final /t/’s are only counted when the /t/ can effectively be dropped in the given 

lexeme. For example, for words such as hand ‘hand’, tijd ‘tijd’ or uit ‘out’, /t/ is never dropped in our 

corpus. Hence, hand, tijd and uit are not considered for the counts of the standard realization of CBD 

t-deletion. Second, for the second person pronouns, the nominal and the oblique forms are 

conflated. Third, features occurring in reported speech have not been included in the calculations 

(example 9). 

 

(9) *JUT: ondanks zijn rijkdom euh@fp (h)eeft (h)em ook een enorme innerlijke rijkdom  

vin(d) ik # de echte gentlemen eh@fp een heer die echt zo ja die voor de 

vrouwe(n) echt euh@fp dinge(n) doet en en dat (h)ij zegt "kom ik zal da(t) wel 

doen of dit is te zwaar voor jou ik doe da(t) wel" dus das [: dat is] wel echt (h)eel 

lief.. 

'Despite his wealth he also has an immense inner wealth I believe; the true gentleman 

that does things for women, and that he says "come here, I'll do that, or that's too heavy 

for you I'll do it", so yeah, that's really nice'. 

 

Table 4 provides an example of the calculation, demonstrating the relative preference for t-deletion 

by Meredith when aggregating over all Meredith’s utterances. Given our focus on style-shifting, such 

an aggregative count is of course not very revealing: we want to compare the relative preference for 

the CBD-variant across a number of different discourse situations. The substandard and typically 

Belgian nature of CBD leads us to focus on differences in register and group make-up. As concerns 

register, we contrast informal dialogues between the participants in their day-to-day activities on the 

island with the more formal dialogues at the Tribal Councils and the monological video diary 

fragments (cp. supra), expecting to find a lower use of the CBD-variants in the latter situations.  

 

speaker t-del word-final t %t-del 

MER 335 55 335/(335+55) = 85.9% 

Table 4 - relative preference for CBD-variant for Meredith (t-deletion) 
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In the context of “Expeditie Robinson”, and more particularly taking the pressure to be liked by other 

participants into account, it is secondly very interesting to verify the impact of differences in group 

make-up on CBD-use. Focusing in on the informal dialogues, we contrast homogeneous Belgian 

conversations (example 10) with conversations where Netherlandic Dutch participants are also 

involved in the discourse (example 11). In the latter situation, we might expect participants to 

converge their language use to the Netherlandic Dutch participants, aiming to come across as a 

likable person – the logic behind such accommodation strategies being that "linguistic distance 

eventually equals social distance" (Kristiansen 2008: 78; and cp. Giles's Speech Accommodation 

Theory; e.g. Giles 2001). 

 

(10) *GEE: (i)k ben der uitgestapt. 

*KAR: (h)oe gij zijt er uitgestapt? 

*GEE: wa(t) ne rollercoaster! 

*KAR: voor wa(t) da(t)? 

*GEE: ik moet u da(t) int [: in het] lang en int [: in het] breed uitlegge(n) # (i)k (h)eb mij 

late(n) wegstemme(n) # (i)k (h)eb u(w) record gebroke(n) # acht stemme(n). 

*KAR: gij kunt daar mee lache(n)! 

 

‘*GEE: I quit. 

*KAR: what do you mean you quit? 

*GEE: what a rollercoaster! 

*KAR: why? 

*GEE: I have to explain you at length – I asked to be voted home, I broke your record: 

eight votes. 

*KAR: you think that’s funny?’ 

 

 

(11) *GEE: ik begrijp jou nou heel goed ik euh@fp ik kan met mijn beste vriende(n) een haat-

   liefdever(h)ouding (h)ebbe(n). 

*RYA: ja. 

*GEE: dus euh@fp in die zin a(l)s ik dat a(l)s ik jou dat zo zeg is dat echt niet bedoeld van 

euh@fp ik hoef jou niet # ik hoef jou niet. 

*RYA: maar ik snap (h)et ook helemaal # ja. 

 

‘*GEE: at this point I really understand you quite well; even with my best friends I can 

have a love-hate relationship. 

*RYA: yes. 

*GEE: so in that sense if I say this to you this way, I don’t mean that I don’t like you. 

*RYA: yeah I totally get it, yes.’ 

 

The classification of utterances in the different discursive situations is usually straightforward. Two 

exceptions can be noted. First, Jutta, who is a doctor, is asked for medical advice twice on the island. 

In these contexts, she shifts to very formal language use. Given that this shift is instigated by other 

factors than those we are interested in here, these utterances have been discarded from the 

analyses. Second, there is one instance of a formal dialogue that does not take place at the Tribal 
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Council: in episode 12, Robin's reward for winning a challenge is a private conversation with Bjorn 

(who had already been voted home), where he can convince Bjorn of his winner qualities. This 

conversation takes place in a formal setting (two high chairs are placed opposite each other) and 

Bjorn turns it into a severe cross examination concerning Robin's vote against Franca. The utterances 

pertaining to this conversation are classified as formal discourse. 

When we cross-classify the two discourse situations and the two CBD features, we end up with 

four possible style-shifts per speaker: (1) adaptation to register for t-deletion; (2) adaptation to 

register for the addressee pronoun; (3) adaptation to group make-up for t-deletion; (4) adaptation to 

group make-up for the addressee pronoun. Instead of aggregating over the speakers in assessing the 

extent of these style-shifts, we measure them for each speaker individually. An example of the 

resulting speaker profiles can be found in Table 5 (“S pron” stands for “standard pronoun”). All 

twelve speaker profiles are included in Appendix A. 

 

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD PP stats 

informal contexts 140 16 89.7% p-value: NS 33 6 84.6% p-value: NS 

formal context 195 39 83.3% CV: NA 32 16 66.7% CV: NA 

homogeneous group 88 6 93.6% p-value: NS 12 2 85.7% p-value: NS 

heterogeneous group 52 10 83.9% CV: NA 21 4 84.0% CV: NA 

Table 5 - speaker profile Meredith 

The table not only lists the absolute counts and relative preference for the CBD-variant, it also 

provides the output of two inferential statistical tests. The first is a Chi-square test, which verifies 

whether the association between the discursive context and the use of the linguistic marker reaches 

statistical significance, with p-values under 0.05 indicating significance. (In case of low expected cell 

values, a Fisher exact test – which can be interpreted in the same way – is used instead.) The second 

parameter, Cramer’s V, captures the strength of the association between the two variables, 

expressed in a value between zero and one that can be interpreted similar to Pearson’s correlation 

for numerical data: zero means no association, one means complete association. As Cramer’s V is 

only relevant for statistically significant associations, it is not calculated in case the Chi-square test 

reveals a p-value larger than 0.05. In those cases, “NA” is listed in the table. 

The main value of including these statistical tests is that it allows us to straightforwardly compare 

the strength of the style-shifts between the twelve participants. This comparison will be discussed at 

length in the following section. 

4 Analyses and results: Comparing the speakers’ discourse strategies 

The speaker profiles show some individual differences in the average percentage of CBD-use for each 

feature. These differences are amongst other influenced by the regional background of the speaker. 

As most CBD-features find their origin in the Brabantic dialects, speakers from the provinces Vlaams-

Brabant and Antwerp (such as Robin or Meredith) typically have a higher average for the CBD-

features than speakers from other provinces (such as West-Flemish Marnix or East-Flemish Emma). 

Moreover, a generally higher use of je/jij/jou can be found for the West-Flemish speakers (e.g. Bjorn 

and Matthias), as the je-system of address is part of most West-Flemish dialects. Also, we find a 

higher average use of CBD for the younger participants (such as Meredith or Giovanni) than for the 

older participants (such as Frank or Marnix), revealing a diachronic increase in the use of CBD. 
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 These macro-social differences in the use of CBD-features are however not our prime focus (cp. 

Plevoets 2008 and Zenner, Geeraerts & Speelman 2009 for research on the topic): we are mainly 

interested in micro-social patterns, most notably concerning the extent to which the speakers adopt 

their use of CBD to the discursive situation and what this reveals about their in situ identity on the 

island. In order to address this question, we compare the four patterns of style-shifting of the twelve 

speakers based on the Cramer’s V statistic. 

4.1 Style-shifting patterns for the twelve participants 

The behavior of the twelve participants is compared in Table 6 and Table 7. Table 6 ranks the 

speakers from more to less evidence for register-shifts for both CBD features, Table 7 provides a 

similar ranking for style-shifts triggered by differences in group make-up. For both tables, the left-

hand side shows the extent of the shifts for t-deletion (the feature below the level of awareness), 

and the right-hand side reveals the patterns for the addressee pronouns (located above the level of 

awareness). As noted above, the higher the Cramer’s V, the more the speaker adapts his/her use of 

the CBD-feature to the situation. All significant shifts happen in the same direction: from higher to 

lower use of CBD when shifting from less to more formal situations; and from higher to lower use of 

CBD when shifting from conversations without to conversations with Netherlandic Dutch participants 

(cp. Appendix A). 

 

Speaker  register shift T-DEL  speaker  register shift PRON 

CAR 0.431  EMM 0.863 

GEE 0.420  CAR 0.449 

EMM 0.281  FRA 0.375 

MAR 0.225  JUT 0.350 

BJO 0.185  GEE 0.342 

GIO 0.134  ROB 0.272 

MAT 0.119  MAT 0.245 

FRA 0.114  MIC 0.203 

ROB NA  MAR NA 

MIC NA  GIO NA 

JUT NA  MER NA 

MER NA  BJO NA 

Table 6 - overview strength of register-shifts per speaker 

 

speaker  group shift T-DEL  speaker  group shift PRON 

GEE 0.276  GEE 0.726 

EMM 0.264  CAR 0.651 

CAR 0.224  MAT 0.351 

MAR NA  FRA 0.341 

BJO NA  ROB 0.277 

GIO NA  MIC 0.203 

MAT NA  EMM NA 

FRA NA  JUT NA 

ROB NA  MAR NA 

MIC NA  GIO NA 
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JUT NA  MER NA 

MER NA  BJO NA 

Table 7 -  overview strength of shifts to group make-up in informal dialogues per speaker 

The tables reveal a number of patterns. First, Table 6 shows that the results for register are generally 

rather comparable for the two features. The majority of the speakers show at least mild register-

shifting: both for the feature above and the feature below the level of awareness, there is a tendency 

to use less CBD in formal contexts. For Emma, we even notice a near-complete register shift in her 

use of the personal pronoun. This results from her consistent use of je/jij/jou as indefinite pronoun in 

her video diaries (example 12), where the other participants mostly stick to ge/gij/u for generic 

reference (example 13): 

 

(12) *EMM: aan de ene kant is vriendschap sluiten in dit spel iets heel moois eh@fp tis [: het  

is] prachtig # maar aan de andere kant maakt (h)et je wel juist moeilijk en en 

zwak.. 

‘on the one hand making friends in this game is so amazing it’s beautiful, but on the other 

it makes it hard for you and it makes you weak’ 

 

(13) *ROB: ge wilt echt nog ete(n) ete(n) ma(ar) u(w) lijf kan gewoon nie(t) meer mee (h)et is  

een ongelooflijk maffe contradictie. 

‘you really still want to eat but your body can’t take it anymore it’s a really weird 

contradiction’ 

 

Although some additional patterns can be found in Table 6, we turn our attention to Table 7, where 

the most outspoken differences between the participants and the variables can be found. First, 

comparing the variables, we see a clear impact of awareness. For t-deletion, the norm appears to be 

no adaptation: only Geert, Carl and Emma show significant (but mild) style-shifting. Moreover, the 

standard forms in Emma’s heterogeneous conversations seem to be motivated linguistically more 

than stylistically. Of the 16 cases of pronounced word-final /t/’s in her heterogeneous conversations, 

8 are found in the bi-gram dat (h)ij ‘that he’. This could reveal a construction-specific preference for 

external sandhi (which needs to be validated by future research). In contrast, some very strong style-

shifts are seen in the use of the personal pronoun. For Carl and Geert, we find near-complete shifts 

(a drop of 72% in the use of CBD for Geert, and a drop of 65% for Carl). For Matthias, Frank and 

Robin, we see differences of more than 25% between the two discursive situations. This contrast 

between both features indicates that adaptation to the Netherlandic Dutch speakers happens 

relatively consciously: we only find strong adaptation for the feature located above the level of 

awareness. Crucially, not all speakers appear to make this shift to the Netherlandic Dutch 

participants. Table 7 reveals two equally-sized groups of speakers. On the one hand, we find speakers 

like Geert, Carl and Robin, who significantly adapt their addressee pronouns to the Netherlandic 

Dutch participants. On the other hand, speakers like Emma and Giovanni make no such significant 

change. The main question we would like to focus on for the remainder of this paper is what 

common features we can find for the participants in each of these two groups. 

4.2 Participation is more important than winning – is it? 

When scrutinizing the trajectories and behavior of the twelve participants during the game show, it 

turns out that there is one feature that neatly divides the speakers in the two groups shown on the 
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right-hand side of Table 7, and that is their degree of strategic planning in the game. Overall, there 

are two classes of players in “Expeditie Robinson”: those that participate for the experience (e.g. in 

order to get to know more about themselves, to prove what they are worth or to get to know other 

people; example 14) and those that come to win (example 15). 

 

(14) *MER: maar das [: dat is] voor mij ook wel een extra motivatie denk ik om euh@fp om  

dervoor te gaan en euh@fp te late(n) bewijze(n) da(t) een achtienjarige da(t) ook 

kan doen en ook kan vechte(n). 

‘but for me it’s an extra motivation, I think, to go for it and to prove that an eighteen-

year-old can also to that, can also fight.’ 

 

(15) *CAR: je speelt mee om te winne(n) # je gaat nie(t) een spel meedoen om te zegge(n)  

   a(l)s ik er na drie weke(n) uitlig is (h)et okay ja da(t) vind ik nie(t). 

‘you play to win, you’re not gonna play a game to say it’s okay if I have to go home after 

three weeks, no, I don’t think so.’ 

 

The former category is mainly out to build relationships on the island and to enjoy nature. These 

participants also want to get as far in the game as they possibly can, but winning is not a prerequisite 

to make the Robinson experience worth the while. This is reflected in their voting behavior. These 

participants disapprove of strategic voting, and instead vote for people they dislike or distrust, 

people they are disappointed in or people they feel would be better off going home (example 16).  

 

(16) *JUT: ik ga stemme(n) op Eric omdat (h)ij mij zo toch een beetje te kenne(n) gegeven  

(h)eeft dat (h)ij tnogal [: het nogal] fysiek zwaar (h)eeft. 

‘I’m going to vote for Eric because he sort of let me know that he’s physically having a 

hard time’ 

 

The latter group of people is only interested in one thing: making it to the next Tribal Council. These 

participants are typically occupied with counting votes, making up voting schemes, changing alliances 

and setting up all sorts of constructs to safe-guard their position on the island (example 17). 

 

(17) *GEE: mijn strategie momenteel is euh@fp Ryan mee te krijge(n) om op Giovanni te  

stemme(n) # ik maak met Ryan gewoon een deal # zo simpel is (h)et. 

‘my strategy for the moment is to convince Ryan to vote for Giovanni, I’m just going to 

make a deal with Ryan – it’s as simple as that’ 

 

Based on what participants say about themselves and each other, it is possible to classify them in one 

of these two groups. Here, we present one case-study per group of speakers. In Appendix B, some 

quotes can be found that illustrate the behavior of the other participants.  

4.2.1 Matthias 

We start off with a brief discussion of Matthias, who is one of the key strategists of season 5. At the 

start of the show, this 23-year old primary school teacher is part of the Belgian tribe. Initially, all 

members of the Belgian team are trapped in a cage without food; they are only allowed to move to 
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their island once one of the participants decides to quit and leave the game. Matthias immediately 

makes his position clear: 

 

(18) *MAT: niemand gaa(t) voor de groep kieze(n) nu # waarom zou je # iedereen wil naar dat  

eiland. 

‘no one is going to choose for the group at this stage, why would you – everyone wants to 

go to that island.’ 

 

Eventually, Sarah throws in the towel. After this first challenge, the atmosphere in the tribe is 

excellent, as the Belgian team is winning nearly all challenges. Quite early on, though, there are some 

conflicts between Mick and the other participants, up to the point where the others deliberately 

loose a challenge to be able to send Mick home at a Tribal Council. Matthias (Matt) actively takes 

part in this scheme, but stays friendly to Mick. Later, during the final Tribal Council, he explains that 

this behavior was part of his general tactic: 

 

(19) *MAT: één van men belangrijkste dinge(n) was en wat ik int [: in het] dagelijkse leven  

helemaal nie(t) zou doen dat is bijvoorbeeld a(l)s er iemand een verkeerd gedrag 

opstelt ja dan was (h)et nie(t) aa(n) mij om euh@fp hen daar op te wijzen en dan 

liet ik (h)en gewoon lekker doen. 

‘one of my most important tricks was – and I definitely wouldn’t do this in real life – is 

that if someone misbehaved than it wasn’t my job to point that out to them and then I’d 

just let them do their thing.’ 

 

What the participants of the Belgian tribe do not know, is that Mick is given a second chance as a 

castaway in a mangrove nearby, together with other participants that have been voted home at the 

Tribal Council. These castaways are reunited with the 'originals' during episode nine. Of course, this 

second merge entails a drastic re-organization of the power relations on the island. Darline and Mick 

describe Matt’s reaction to this unforeseen change as follows: 

 

(20) *DAR: Matt die zen mond stond ope(n) want Matt is constant aant [: aan het] rekene(n)  

en dieje zag eige(n)lijk zijn planning die is da(t) was zo dieje was in de war want 

da(t) ware(n) der ineens vijf en dan euh@fp op ee(n) moment da(t) zer [: ze er] 

geen vijf nie(t) meer verwachte(n) # (i)k kan begrijpe(n) dat (h)et mentaal heel 

moeilijk is. 

‘Matt’s mouth was open because Matt is always counting and he basically – so his 

planning – he was confused – there were suddenly five at a time he didn’t expect another 

five; I can understand that it was mentally very hard.’ 

(21) *MIC: dieje zijn oogskes die ware(n) # zo echt schrikkeoogskes ken je da(t) a(l)s ge gaa(t)  

ne slag op u(w) muil krijge(n) dan (h)ebd(e) [: hebt ge] ook zo van die oogskes 

diejen (h)ad zo echt schrikoogskes oei oei de Mick is (h)ier tis [: het is] nie(t) waar 

# ja Matt is euh@fp ik denk dat (h)em euh@fp ne morele ne slag op zijne kop. 

‘his little eyes were all – you know, little scaredy-pants eyes, the type you see when 

you’re going to get hit in the face, truly scaredy-pants eyes; “oh my, Mick is here oh no” – 

Matt is, I think he had a moral blow to the head.’ 
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Another illustration of Matt’s strategic thinking happens right before this second merge. Up to that 

point, Matthias has been very close to Peter and Mohammed, two other members of the Belgian 

team. Both Peter and Mohammed have started suffering from the lack of food on the island and are 

now very weak. When Matthias wins a luxury treatment accompanied by a full three-course meal in 

one of the challenges and is asked to invite two friends, he asks Frank (a member of the Belgian tribe, 

but not really part of Matthias’s posse) and Marjolein (a former member of the Dutch tribe) instead 

of his own, weakened, friends. In a video diary fragment, he explains his reasoning as follows: 

 

(22) *MAT: Mohammed is euh@fp heel zwak momenteel # (h)ij zou er zeker deugd aan  

(h)ebben om om dit te krijgen # Peter euh@fp ook # ja die voelt zich ook wa(t) 

verzwakt maar aan de andere kant # het zou dom zijn a(l)s ik euh@fp de zwakke 

nu euh@fp een een opkikker geef en dan later eige(n)lijk men graf zelf ga delven. 

‘Mohammed is very weak for the moment, he’d definitely benefit from this award, Peter 

too yeah, he’s also feeling pretty weak, but on the other hand, it would be stupid if I gave 

the weaker participants some help, I’d just be digging my own grave that way.’ 

 

In the final tribal council, Mitchell summarizes Matthias’s gaming strategy quite well: 

 

(23) *MIT: euh@fp # ik denk da(t) da(t) voor hem dat (h)ij dat (h)ij gewoon Matthias (h)eeft  

ee(n) spel gespeeld (h)ij is altijd strategisch bezig geweest. 

‘I think that for him, I think that Matthias has played a game, and has always played 

strategically.’ 

 

This combination of doing things differently than he would do them at home, choosing safe wins over 

helping his friends and of continuously keeping the progress of the game in mind is what makes 

Matthias a prime example of a strategic player. 

4.2.2 Giovanni 

Giovanni (season 4) is a very different type of player. He does get himself involved in quite a lot of 

conflicts during his time on the island, but these are instigated by his rather inflammatory personality 

rather than by tactical considerations. A good example of this is his row with his best friend Judge 

over losing a battle. Giovanni is generally a bad loser, and in this specific instance takes out his 

frustration on Judge, who – in Gio's opinion – is to blame for the loss of the team challenge. 

Moreover, as Judge is generally physically a bit weaker than Giovanni and has been complaining 

about being hungry, he has been given some extra meat at mealtime. Giovanni holds it against Judge 

that even with this special treatment he was not strong enough to win the challenge: 

 

(24) *GIO: dit is geen kleine misinschatting # webbe(n) [: we hebben] voorgelege(n) tot tot  

tot bij Judge we lage(n) nog voor we lage(n) nog nog één één handlengte voor dus 

da(t) moest zeker genoeg geweest zijn # tis [: het is] duidelijk gebleke(n) dat 

(h)em er nie(t) klaar voor was (h)ij kon nie(t) vooruit en euh@fp ja ik vind dit heel 

erg # ik ben (h)eel ontgoocheld # (i)k neem (h)et (h)em kwalijk # ja. 

‘this is not a small misjudgment, we had a lead until Judge, we had a big lead so it had to 

be enough – it’s obvious that he wasn’t ready, he couldn’t move forward and yeah, I 

mind, I terribly mind and I’m disappointed, I blame him, yes.’ 
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At the following Tribal Council, he makes it clear that this was nothing but a little argument between 

good friends, that being able to speak your mind is nothing but proof of that fact that true friendship 

is possible within the context of “Expeditie Robinson”: 

 

(25) *GIO: ja en zoa(l)s da(t) (i)k kan ondervinde(n) dat [: dat het] normaal is da(t) ge af en  

toe eens een strubbeling (h)ebt en en (i)k denk da(t) ge dan ook wel euh@fp 

merkt of er echt vriendschap is of nie(t) en euh@fp ik denk da(t) da(t) nu zeker 

wel gebleken is # we zitte(n) hier nog altijd goed en da(t) is euh@fp # das [: dat is] 

tbelangrijkste [: het belangrijkste]. 

‘yes and I think it’s normal to have a row every now and again and I think you notice 

whether there’s true friendship or not and I think there obviously is now, we’re still good 

here, and that’s what’s most important.’ 

 

All in all, Giovanni is a very genuine person: he is just as genuine in his anger and frustration as he is 

in his happiness for other participants. At the legendary balance challenge, Giovanni and Robin loose 

from Judge and Jutta; they do not get a place in the final Tribal Council and have to leave the island 

right before the finals. Despite his frustration over his own loss, he is truly impressed by Jutta’s 

performance and he is – in contrast with Robin – very happy for her: 

 

(26) *JUT: Gio zijnen blik da(t) vergeet ik nooit # da(t) was zo gemeend # echt # (ge)lijk me(t)  

Robin die (h)eeft mij ook vastgenome(n) ma(ar) da(t) was da(t) was anders. 

*JUD: ja ma(ar) die was nog euh@fp. 

*JUT: die was (h)eel erg teleurgesteld # ik voelde da(t) ook. 

*JUT: ma(ar) Gio die was zo # ja # die meende da(t) zo erg a(l)s die mij vastpakte van 

waauw # da(t) gaf zon goe(d) gevoel # echt zo zo oprecht. 

 

‘*JUT: I’ll never forget the way Gio looked at me; it was so sincere, really, compared to 

Robin – he also gave me a hug, but it was so different. 

*JUD: yes but he was still. 

*JUT: he was very disappointed, I felt that. 

*JUT: but Gio was so, yeah, he meant it so badly when he held me, waauw, it gave me 

such a great feeling, really so so sincere.’ 

 

This genuine behavior is finally also reflected in Gio's voting. When, during a private conversation, 

Robin tries to convince him to cast a strategic vote on Franca, he refuses: 

 

(27) *ROB: Franca is gewoon # is verlies # punt dus ofwel voor u voor Judge a(l)s voor mij #  

Franca is voor meer a(l)s den (h)elft van de mense(n) a(l)s die moete(n) kiezen is 

gewoon Robinson # ja ik durf mijne kop daarop legge(n) allez of mij(n) gevoel zegt 

da(t) toch. 

*ROB: wij zijn echt op een punt gekome(n) dat (h)et echt nie(t) meer om emoties om  

gevoelens draait dus dit is puur op dit moment een spel da(t) tactisch wordt 

gespeeld. 

*GIO: (i)k (h)eb nog nooit probleme(n) g(eh)ad met Franca # Franca is gewoon ee(n)  
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lieve warme vrouw en euh@fp ja zeer aangenaam gezelschap. 

*GIO: ma(ar) ik zou nie(t) op Franca stemme(n) # sorry # omda(t) ik u(w) redenatie nie(t)  

volg en ik (h)eb altij(d) gezegd # ik (h)eb (h)ier tot nu toe altijd gestemd op mij(n) 

gevoel en ik ga da(t) nie(t) verandere(n). 

 

‘*ROB: Franca is just, is loss for us, period – either for you, for Judge or for me; Franca is 

for more than half of the people, if they have to chose, Robinson, yes, I bet my 

head on it – or at least that’s what my gut tells me. 

*ROB: we have reached a point that it’s no longer about emotions or feelings but purely, 

at this moment it’s purely a game that needs to be played tactically. 

*GIO: I have never had any problems with Franca, Franca is just a really nice warm lady 

and very nice company. 

*GIO: I wouldn’t vote for Franca, sorry, because I don’t follow your reasoning, and I’ve 

always said, I’ve so far always voted with my heart and I’m not going to change 

that. 

 

Although Giovanni eventually caves under Robin’s pressure and does vote for Franca at the next 

Tribal Council, his focus on sincere friendship combined with his generally emotional voting 

strategies and genuine and extraverted personality, Giovanni can be considered a prime example of a 

non-strategic player.  

4.3 Style-shifting patterns for strategists and non-strategists 

To summarize the results, we contrast the style-shifts of the strategists and the non-strategists. 

Besides Matthias, other strategists are Frank, Carl, Robin and Geert. Besides Giovanni, other non-

strategists are Emma, Marnix, Meredith and Jutta. Appendix B provides some quotes for each of 

these participants to illustrate their level of strategic involvement. The two remaining speakers, Bjorn 

and Mick, have been excluded from these aggregative analyses as they need to be considered as 

special cases. First, Mick is not included in the analyses because he spends several episodes in the 

mangrove with only two other participants, Klaar and Ernestine. These three participants live 

together in a very small cabin in the middle of scrubland: 

 

(28) *MIC: (i)k zeg da(t) meende [: meent ge] nie(t) dat er (h)ier een kamp gaat in gemaakt  

worde(n) (h)ier in in dees slijk in in die drek # tstinkt [: het stinkt] (h)ier naar den 

bere(n)put ik zeg 

'I'm like, you've got to be kidding me, they made a camp-site here, in this mud, in this 

dung - I'm telling you, it smells of cesspool here.' 

 

Given that the living conditions in the mangrove are rather extreme, a good social atmosphere is 

crucial. Adding that Klaar and Ernestine are both Netherlandic Dutch, the pressure to accommodate 

is significantly higher for Mick than for the other participants listed in Table 7. This makes it hard to 

conduct reliable comparisons.  

 Second, we also excluded Bjorn from the aggregative analyses. Overall, Bjorn portrays a very low 

use of the CBD-features, specifically for the addressee pronoun. In his specific case, we might be 

more interested in looking for accommodation towards his Belgian Dutch colleagues (in the form of a 

higher use of ge/gij) than in finding shifts towards the Netherlandic Dutch participants. No such shifts 
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are found. Interestingly, this lack of shift might be causally connected to Bjorn's outcast identity on 

the island. This outcast identity has been discussed at length in Zenner & Van de Mieroop (forthc.), 

but can be illustrated by means of two very telling corpus extracts: 

 

(29) *ILO: ja dat blijkt ook weer wat een achterbakse uit de klauwe(n) gegroeide  

tuinkabouter euh@fp Bjorn is met die vieze ranzige rode stipjes # maar euh@fp 

nee hij is euh@fp tis [: het is] een oneerlijke persoon ik (h)eb me echt int [: in het] 

begin echt in hem vergist en euh@fp ik kan (h)em nu helemaal nie(t) meer 

luchte(n) (i)k hoef (h)em (i)k kan (h)em nie(t) eens meer aankijke(n) # hoe echt 

wat voor gemene dinge(n) die gewoon over ons heeft gezegd dat vin(d) dat vin(d) 

ik gewoon niet kunne(n). 

'yes this shows once again what a sneaky grown-from-the-claws garden gnome Bjorn is 

with those dirty, rancid red dots but no he is, it is a dishonest person, I have really in the 

beginning really misjudged him and I can’t stand him at all anymore I should, I can’t look 

at him anymore now'.' 

 

(30) *GEE: Bjorn heef(t) vandaag al een heel duidelijk signaal gekrege(n) van Karen # en een  

aantal draaiende oge(n) van de andere meisjes dus ik vrees voor hem dat zijn 

manier van doen nog steeds binne(n) de groep hem niet ten goede zal kome(n) 

nee. 

'today, Bjorn got a very clear signal from Karen, and a number of rolling eyes from the 

other girls so I'm afraid for him that his way of being within the group will still not pay 

off no.' 

 

To ensure a pure comparison of strategists and non-strategists, Bjorn is not included in the 

aggregative analyses.  

 
Figure 1 - register shifts for strategists and non-strategists 
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Figure 2 - shifts to group make-up in informal dialogues for strategists and non-strategists 

The comparison of the extent of style-shifting for the five strategists with the five non-strategists is 

shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Figure 1 shows the extent of register shifts for both groups, Figure 2 

shows the extent of accommodation to the Netherlandic Dutch participants. In both figures, the 

upper pane shows the shifts in the average use of the personal pronoun, the lower pane shows shifts 

in t-deletion. The dark-grey colored bars show the relative preference for the CBD-form, the light-

grey bars show the relative preference for the standard form. 

The plots reveal that for three of the four situations, the extent of the shifts made by the 

strategists and the non-strategists is highly similar. Both groups of speakers show significant but mild 

accommodation to register in their use of both linguistic features, and both groups show significant 

but mild adaptation to Netherlandic Dutch participants in their use of t-deletion in informal contexts. 

The only notable difference between the strategists and the non-strategists concerns the use of je/jij, 

our feature located above the level of awareness, as a means to create social affiliations. For the 

strategists, we see a significant shift with a Cramer's V of 0.42: in their informal conversations with 

Netherlandic Dutch participants, the strategists (deliberately) increase their use of the Netherlandic 

Dutch address forms je/jij/jou, presumably as a means to come across as more alike and hence more 

likeable. Such active PR-work is not found in the language use of the non-strategists (where no 

significant shift can be found): they stay true to their Belgian Dutch address forms ge/gij/u. 

5 Conclusion 

The specific design of the game show we studied has helped us to reveal how social identity work can 

be conducted through linguistic markers. More specifically,  as participants become quite aware of 

their own social position within the context of the "Expeditie Robinson" contest, this seems to cause 

some participants to become actively involved in molding their social position: in order to stay on the 
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island as long as possible, participants do what they can to avoid being voted home in the next Tribal 

Council. One crucial factor in that respect is to be liked by other participants: when consciously trying 

to extend one's stay on the island, some PR-effort is almost unavoidable. 

As our data reveal, language provides one important tool to conduct such PR-work. More 

specifically, we have shown how the degree of accommodation from the speakers of Belgian Dutch 

to a Netherlandic Dutch audience in informal contexts depends on the level of strategic involvement 

of the players. Interestingly, this association between the level of conscious gaming and style-shifting 

was found for the use of the addressee pronouns ge/gij/u, which forms a very focal feature of CBD, 

but not for t-deletion, a feature located at a significantly lower position on the scale of linguistic 

awareness. For register shifts, by contrast, we see very similar results for the two groups and the two 

features. We attribute this to the fact that changes between formal and informal registers are 

primarily triggered by situational features of the island context, and as such, are less tied to social 

profiling. 

The general pattern we found seems to be that the more involved with the game a player is, the 

more he/she uses the pronouns of address as a discourse strategy. The strategic speakers flex their 

identities - or the targeted perception thereof - as an attempt to fall in the grace of the participants 

they interact with, hoping to buy themselves a ticket to the next round of the game (cp. Kristiansen 

2008: 67 on cause-effect metonymies and style-shifting). Interestingly, these speakers usually do not 

make it to the finals, so it might be that if style-shifting and accommodation are too consciously used 

to influence social perception, the intended social effect of convergence is reversed. In those cases, 

bridging linguistic distance does not necessarily help to bridge social distance. Future research will 

have to verify this claim by disentangling the complex interplay of production, perception and 

attitudes on style-shifting. 

From a slightly broader perspective, the methodological and theoretical consequences of our 

findings may be spelled out. Methodologically speaking, it is important to emphasize that we were 

only able to reveal the difference in the use of the linguistic markers by conducting a bottom-up 

analysis of the individual speaker's use of two linguistic features across different discursive contexts, 

supported by inferential statistical analyses to assess the strength of the associations. As such, this 

paper illustrates how combining Cognitive Sociolinguistics, variationist sociolinguistics and 

interactional sociolinguistics can lead to promising new insights in the strategic use of linguistic 

markers. Theoretically speaking, our results suggest an extension of interactional sociolinguistics. The 

interactional perspective was introduced in sociolinguistic research to counteract the static nature of 

classical Labovian sociolinguistics, in which the emphasis lies on relatively stable social characteristics 

of speakers. Interactional sociolinguistics calls the attention to the flexibility of speakers in 

linguistically building their social identity, but in the present study we see that that flexibility itself is 

variable: the manner and the degree in which speakers exhibit interactional flexibility depends on 

situational and speaker-related features, including less traditional characteristics like the competitive 

spirit of the “Expeditie Robinson” contestants. We would like to suggest that this higher-order 

interaction between situation- and speaker-related features and interactional flexibility constitutes a 

major new perspective for contemporary sociolinguistics.   
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Appendix: Speaker profiles 

BJO 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 149 96 60.8% p-value <0.0001 9 65 12.2% p-value: NS 

formal context 107 146 42.3% CV: 0.185 1 33 2.9% CV: NA 

homogeneous group 34 19 64.2% p-value: NS 3 22 12.0% p-value: NS 

heterogeneous group 115 77 59.9% CV: NA 6 43 12.2% CV: NA 

         JUT 
        discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 111 27 80.4% p-value: NS 25 2 92.6% p-value: 0.02 

formal context 108 34 76.1% CV: NA 16 9 64.0% CV: 0.350 

homogeneous group 28 3 90.3% p-value: NS 10 1 90.9% p-value: NS 

heterogeneous group 83 24 77.6% CV: NA 15 1 93.8% CV: NA 

         GEE 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 101 56 64.3% p-value <0.0001 40 30 57.1% p-value <0.001 

formal context 32 110 22.5% CV: 0.420 6 24 20.0% CV: 0.342 

homogeneous group 56 15 78.9% p-value <0.001 32 2 94.1% p-value <0.0001 

heterogeneous group 45 41 52.3% CV: 0.276 8 28 22.2% CV: 0.726 

         ROB 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 171 66 72.2% p-value: NS 50 19 72.5% p-value: 0.002 

formal context 189 79 70.5% CV: NA 32 38 45.7% CV: 0.272 

homogeneous group 44 11 80.0% p-value: NS 16 1 94.1% p-value: 0.03 

heterogeneous group 127 55 69.8% CV: NA 34 18 65.4% CV: 0.277 

         GIO 
        discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 171 69 71.3% p-value: 0.002 70 2 97.2% p-value: NS 

formal context 172 123 58.3% CV: 0.134 32 1 97.0% CV: NA 

homogeneous group 64 25 71.9% p-value: NS 26 1 96.3% p-value: NS 

heterogeneous group 107 44 70.9% CV: NA 44 1 97.8% CV: NA 

         FRA 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 204 62 76.7% p-value: 0.009 94 15 86.2% p-value <0.0001 

formal context 174 88 66.4% CV: 0.114 38 35 52.1% CV: 0.375 

homogeneous group 63 24 72.4% p-value: NS 46 0 100.0% p-value <0.001 

heterogeneous group 141 38 78.8% CV: NA 48 15 76.2% CV: 0.341 
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MAT 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 118 26 81.9% p-value: 0.02 9 25 26.5% p-value: 0.03 

formal context 153 61 71.5% CV: 0.119 4 44 8.3% CV: 0.245 

homogeneous group 55 13 80.9% p-value: NS 6 7 46.2% p-value: 0.05 

heterogeneous group 63 13 82.9% CV: NA 3 18 14.3% CV: 0.351 

         MIC 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 259 81 76.2% p-value: NS 109 15 87.9% p-value: 0.02 

formal context 134 57 70.2% CV: NA 23 10 69.7% CV: 0.203 

homogeneous group 77 16 82.8% p-value: NS 39 1 97.5% p-value: 0.04 

heterogeneous group 182 65 73.7% CV: NA 70 14 83.3% CV: 0.203 

         EMM 
        discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 155 34 82.0% p-value <0.0001 48 3 94.1% p-value <0.0001 

formal context 121 96 55.8% CV: 0.281 4 47 7.8% CV: 0.863 

homogeneous group 127 18 87.6% p-value <0.001 40 1 97.6% p-value: NS 

heterogeneous group 28 16 63.6% CV: 0.264 8 2 80.0% CV: NA 

         CAR 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 217 69 75.9% p-value <0.0001 64 40 61.5% p-value <0.0001 

formal context 59 123 32.4% CV: 0.431 8 47 14.5% CV: 0.449 

homogeneous group 135 25 84.4% p-value <0.001 42 0 100.0% p-value <0.0001 

heterogeneous group 82 44 65.1% CV: 0.224 22 40 35.5% CV: 0.651 

         MER 
        

discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 140 16 89.7% p-value: NS 33 6 84.6% p-value: NS 

formal context 195 39 83.3% CV: NA 32 16 66.7% CV: NA 

homogeneous group 88 6 93.6% p-value: NS 12 2 85.7% p-value: NS 

heterogeneous group 52 10 83.9% CV: NA 21 4 84.0% CV: NA 

         MAR 
        discourse situation t-del word-final t %t-del stats CBD pron S pron % CBD pron stats 

informal contexts 80 40 66.7% p-value <0.0001 16 3 84.2% p-value: NS 

formal context 98 130 43.0% CV: 0.225 68 5 93.2% CV: NA 

homogeneous group 45 21 68.2% p-value: NS 11 3 78.6% p-value: NS 

heterogeneous group 35 19 64.8% CV: NA 5 0 100.0% CV: NA 
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Appendix B: Quotes per speaker 

Strategists 

Geert 

Geert created a strategic voting alliance with Eric against Ryan. When Eric has to leave home due to 

physical complaints, Geert goes for a complete change of strategy, and now tries to get Ryan on 

board for his voting schemes (cp. example 11 above). This is only one of his many different strategic 

moves on the island. 

*GEE: de stem van Eric tege(n) Ryan is weggevalle(n) dus ik ben euh@fp in die zin de pionne(n) 

aan (h)et herschikke(n). 

‘Eric’s vote against Ryan is now gone and in that sence I’m not re-arranging the pawns in the 

playing field’. 

Carl 

In season 6, a special extra is that – as of the merge of the two tribes – participants are allowed to 

cast more than one vote at each Tribal Council. They each receive six votes, and it is up to them to 

decide when they want to use how many votes. Carl, who was already quite involved with voting 

schemes at the start of the game (cp. example 2 above, drawn from episode 5), is now completely 

obsessed with counting votes. He even believes that staying on the Winner’s Island (a special retreat 

in season 5 where participants do not have to take part of the challenges, get to keep their votes and 

have all the food they want) is a drawback more than a benefit: 

*CAR: ge kunt (h)ier zo wel efkes u(w) stemme(n) behouden en zo maar gebt [: ge hebt] geen 

idee (h)oe dat [: dat het] spel evolueert # ge weet nie(t) euh@fp # ja zijn der irritaties 

euh@fp. 

‘you can keep your votes here for a while but you have no idea how the game is evolving; you 

don’t know about any irritations and stuff’ 

Frank 

In season 5, Frank quickly attains a de facto leader status: the other participants look up to him and 

he often has a mediating function in arguments. He is a far less outspoken strategic player than the 

other strategists in the three season, but it is nevertheless obvious that he is on the island to win. 

Occasionally, there is a slip of the tongue that reveals his strong desire to win, no matter what. For 

example, in the fragment below, Frank is showing Marjolein, who is part of Frank’s posse at the time 

of reference, how to fillet a fish. This turns into a bit of an argument. Despite the promise within 

Frank’s posse (consisting of Frank, Marjolein and Matthias) to not vote on each other, Frank makes it 

clear that he has enough power on the island to send Marjolein home, if she doesn’t change her 

behavior: 

*FRA: ge moet (h)em schrape(n) # pakt (h)em (h)ier op de graat en doe da(t) naar daar dan 

(h)ebd(e) [: hebt ge] alles. 

*MAJ: ja ja ja ja ja. 

*FRA: da(t) kunde [: kunt ge] nie(t) verdragen eh@fp # da(t) (i)k (h)et beter weet. 

*MAJ: nee ma(ar) dan mag jet [: je het] zelf doen a(l)s jet [: je het] beter weet # sprima [: is 

prima]. 

*FRA: ey nie(t) chagrijnig worden eh@fp poepeke of (i)k gaan u verzuipe(n) ze. 
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‘*FRA: you have to scarpe it; don’t take it up on the bone and put that down there and then 

you have it all. 

*MAT: yeah yeah. 

*FRA: you can’t take that can you, that I know better. 

*MAJ: no but just do it yourself then if you know better –fine by me. 

*FRA: hey don’t get all cranky on me, doll-face, or I’ll drown you.’ 

Robin 

For Robin, we have one video diary fragment (from episode 8) where he explicitly comments on his 

own gaming strategy: 

*ROB: de vraag is (h)ier regelmatig gesteld van ben je hier volledig jezelf # ja # maar # me(t) 

heel wa(t) tactische overweginge(n) # natuurlijk # mijn tactische overweginge(n) die 

weet niemand of hoort niemand die spele(n) alleen maar in mijn hoofd af # één 

basisregel is da(t) je dit spel maar kan bekijken eige(n)lijk van eilandraad tot eilandraad # 

regel twee is en dit is een heel belangrijke basisregel in (h)et spel is da(t) je moet zien 

da(t) je me(t) iedereen de dag kan doorkome(n) op een toffe manier # a(l)s dat niet (h)et 

geval is is de kans groot da(t) je daardoor wordt afgestraft en drie # vermijdt achterklap 

# dat zijn drie basisregels die ik in acht houd ## mense(n) # (i)k ben mijn best aant [: aan 

het] doen en tis [: het is] nog altijd de bedoeling da(t) (e)kik me(t) vijftigduizend euro 

thuiskom. 

‘the question has been asked repeatedly: "are you being yourself here"; yes, but – of course – 

with quite a lot of tactical considerations, my tactical considerations that no one knows or hears 

that are only present in my head; one basic rule is that you can only evaluate the game from 

Tribal Council to Tribal Council; rule two – and this is a very important basic rule – is that you have 

to make sure that you can get through the day in a pleasant way with everyone, if not, the odds 

are pretty big that you’ll be punished for that; and rule three: avoid gossiping; those are the 

ground rules I keep in mind – people, I’m doing my very best and it’s still the idea that I come 

home with fifty thousand euro.’ 

Non-strategists 

Meredith 

From the very start of the show, Meredith makes it perfectly clear that she is not interested in voting 

schemes. When in episode 5, Esther suggests Meredith, Wim and herself could form a group against 

the elder participants on the island, she is so appalled by the proposal that she casts a vote on Esther 

at the next Tribal Council. Moreover, when she is voted home in episode 12, she emphasizes that she 

does not feel too bad, because in the end, Robinson is nothing but a game: 

*MER: gulle staat allemaal te janke(n) en ik sta ik sta (h)ier # komaan zeg # verdomme # eh@fp 

# das [: dat is] nie(t) teinden [: het einde] eh@fp seg # tis [: het is] ee(n) spel # eh@fp. 

‘you’re all crying and I’m here like, come on, damn, it’s not the end of the world – it’s just a game 

you know!’ 

Emma 

As explained above, season 6 is characterized by a special rule for the Tribal Councils: as of the tribe 

merge, participants are free to choose how many of their six votes they want to use each Tribal 
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Council. This means a whole new level of strategic playing, that makes Emma very unhappy, as she 

believes that her way of playing will backfire. Most telling, however, is her opinion of Carl, whom she 

spends some nights with on the Winner’s Island: 

*EMM: hier word je vier dage(n) gedwonge(n) om met die persoon same(n) te leve(n) te 

luistere(n) naar die man euh@fp ik kan (h)ier moeilijk weglopen en in men eentje gaan 

zitte(n) want dat is gewoon kinderachtig # (h)et is een man die mij niet echt ligt euh@fp 

qua karakter en zeker niet euh@fp qua manier van spele(n) # hij wil kost wat kost 

winne(n) euh@fp ja ik heb er eige(n)lijk drie woorde(n) voor # zelfvoldaan # 

hyperkinetisch en euh@fp ontzettend berekend # hij probeert mense(n) te 

beschuldige(n) hij probeert Meredith zwart te maken # insinueert ontzettend veel 

dinge(n) # ja hij is zichzelf helemaal gek aan (h)et make(n) hier. 

‘here, you’re forced to spend four days with this person, to listen to this guy, I can’t run away here 

and go sit by myself because that’s just childish; he’s a man that really doesn’t suit me, 

personality-wise but certainly not in his way of playing the game; he’s purely here to win – I’ve got 

three words to describe him: self-satisfied, hyperkinetic and very very calculated, he tries to 

accuse people, he tries to incriminate Meredith, he is constantly making insinuations, yeah he’s 

making himself crazy here.’ 

Jutta 

Jutta is the winner of season 4. When she is asked about her motivations at the final Tribal Council, 

she summarizes her position on the island quite well: 

*JUTT: mijn doel in dees Expeditie was eige(n)lijk vooral rust vinde(n) en ook eige(n)lijk meer 

geconfronteerd worde(n) me(t) mezelf dus echt nog nog meer aspecte(n) van mijzelf 

lere(n) kenne(n) en # (i)k (h)eb da(t) zeker bereikt ja. 

‘my goal during this Expedition was mainly to find peace and to be confronted with myself, 

getting to know even more about myself, and yes, I have definitely attained that goal.’ 

Marnix 

After an initial stay on a special castaway island, Marnix is awarded with the role of leader of one of 

the two tribes on the island. In this task, he mainly focuses on team spirit, and on ensuring a pleasant 

atmosphere on the island. As his main motivation to take part in Robinson was to prove that he had 

completely overcome cancer, enjoying life on the island is by far more important than strategic 

playing. This is most obvious in his reaction on Carl’s way of playing: 

*MAR: ikzelf ik ben me(t) met (h)et spel nog nie(t) bezig zelfs ik ik (h)eb nog geen enkele 

tactische zet moeten doen # voor mij was da(t) contrast tussen euh@fp (h)et berekende 

gedrag van Carl euh@fp heel moeilijk en ja. 

‘I didn’t really get involved with playing the game yet – I haven’t made one tactical move so far; 

for me, the contrast with Carl’s highly calculated behavior was very hard to deal with.’ 
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Endnotes 

                                                           
i
 Elements between brackets are not pronounced, @fp is used for filled pauses and # indicates silent pauses. 
ii
 The full forms are typically used to add emphasis. 

iii
 In case of subject-verb inversion, the clitical variants -de (a relic from Middle-Dutch du) and -degij (a double 

form combining de and gij) also occur (e.g. hebdegij 'do you have'). 


